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By Katherine Watt

The Nov. 15 Spring Creek Harvest Feast — great food cooked and shared by about 100 feasters of all ages —
yielded lots of great local food ideas, with the strongest support for a downtown food cooperative and hardware
store.

People proposed setting up a food policy council; a community-supported kitchen for small batch processing of
local farm-raised food and for cooking classes; and a grain mill serving local organic grain CSA farms. On the
garden front, they want more community and church gardens, plus gardens on fraternity lawns, municipal land
and vacant private land. Schoolchildren and teachers could do with more school gardens, cooking programs,
greenhouses, high tunnels and worm composting, plus field trips to help at area farms and a summer farm camp
— maybe a seed to grow into a full-fledged farm school.

Local foodies also want monthly potlucks to build the working friendships that can move these ideas from
wishes to realities; a State College area seasonal cookbook; and a student-run farm at Penn State — along with
more locally grown food served in Penn State eateries.

The reskilling workshops are off to a good start. The most popular classes were Cooking Seasonal Local
Vegetables Gujarati Indian-style and Intro to Organic Beekeeping. Likely topics for the February 2012 series
include vegetable fermentation; making yogurt and granola; herbal remedies; cheese making; beer brewing;
winter cooking; worm composting; how to build a garden hoop house for season extension; permaculture; and
wood stove maintenance and repair.

Writer-farmer Sharon Astyk has recently been exploring the split between the formal and informal global
economies, trying to make informed guesses about what the economy will look like as large banks and
sovereign governments default under unsupportable debt loads when the inflated assets are finally marked to
market, and how people can most effectively prepare for the new mix of wage and non-wage work.
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In poor, developing countries, when farming is included, informal work accounts for up to 90 percent of
economic activity. In rich, developed countries, informal work is estimated at about 15 percent. That proportion
is likely to rise over the next few decades as fossil-fuel-based modern civilizations gradually roll back to earlier
muscle-and biofuelbased production of vital goods.

The unemployment trend that’s already started shifting people and raw materials out of offices and factories and
into homes and farms probably will continue in fits and starts, encouraging more of us to spend more time on
cooking, cleaning and nursing; small-scale farming and gardening; civic volunteer work; under-the-table work;
and bartering systems.

Growing local interest in downtown food co-ops and hardware stores is part of that transition story. We’ll need
more physical spaces downtown — a Spring Creek Grocery and Hardware Co-op, perhaps? — that the people
and pieces of the informal economy can coalesce around.

“When the formal economy fails, the informal economy is needed — and yet we have stripped the informal
economy over the last decades. How to rebuild is a huge question — and one whose radicalism can’t be
overstated,” Astyk writes. “… If you make, rather than buy, well, that changes a lot of things.”

Here’s to more making and less buying in the Spring Creek watershed we all call home.

Katherine Watt is a State College writer and community organizer. She maintains a blog at
springcreekhomesteading. wordpress.com and can be reached at katherine_watt@hotmail.com.
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